CELL SHOCK
PERFECT PROFILE REMODELING CREAM

This silky cream boosts a new “slimming” technology that helps stimulate, regenerate and lift
vulnerable skin of the neck and chin. It dissolves with a cooling sensation, leaving the skin
distinctively soft and refined, as it re-sculptured. The profile that lacked suppleness and resilience is
reshaped with more delicate and visibly youthful features.
Ref. 1148 - 50ml jar

Ref. 1148C - 250ml tube

The BENEFITS
•
•
•

Cellactel 2 Complex, gingko biloba extract and the potent “anti-glycation” complex act in
synergy to regenerate the skin and restore its tone.
Caffeine helps rid the skin of toxins and resculpt its contour.
Fucogel provides moisture.

The CUSTOMER
•

Recommended for neck and chin area. Ideal for skin that lacks tone.

The TECHNOLOGY
CELLACTEL 2 COMPLEX
Skin-revitalizing ingredient combination that helps repair essential skin functions, lift and regenerate
the skin.
ANTI-GLYCATION COMPLEX (AMADORINE)
An excess of sugar produces “glycation” which can alter the skin. This ingredient helps collagen to
renew itself and acts as a powerful “sugar trip”. It effectively combats the decrease in the
suppleness and tone of the skin.
BUTCHER’S BLOOM EXTRACT
Has vaso-constricting (reduces venous dilation) and softening properties.
GINGKO BILOBA EXTRACT
Has anti-inflammatory and venous protective benefits. It helps to improve tissue irrigation and to
activate the energetic metabolism of cells by increasing the consumptions of glucose, oxygen and
TPA synthesis. It has also free radical scavenging properties.
CAFFEINE
Helps to drain the fatty tissue of water and toxins.
UVA & UVB SUN FILTERS
Protection against harmful sunrays.
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CELL SHOCK
PERFECT PROFILE REMODELING CREAM
FUCOGEL (BIOSACCHARIDE GUM-1)
Polysaccharide which has a long-term moisturizing effect and provides a pleasant softening and
cooling sensation.
The APPLICATION
Apply in the evening onto perfectly cleansed skin, and /or in the morning before applying the
appropriate Swiss line products. With a moderate amount of cream on your fingers, gently
massage, beginning at the chin and working down the neck.
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